TOKENSTARS MONTHLY PREDICTIONS CONTEST

DESCRIPTION and RULES
Welcome to the TokenStars Monthly Predictions Contest!

1.

Launch @TokenStars_Predictions_bot

2. Predict the results, earn STAR rating points and win token awards
3. Win huge prizes: 10,000 TokenStars tokens (TEAM or ACE) are rewarded in each
contest ⭐
4. To faster progress to the top of the leaderboard, link your wallet with TEAM & ACE
tokens and gain more advantage in competition

CONTEST DATES
New Contest - every calendar month!

PREDICTIONS
★ During the competition, participants will predict the results of games and
competitions in various sports (winner of the tournament, leading scorer, etc.).
★ For each correct prediction the participant will be awarded with STAR points.
○

STAR points are the rating scores. The amount of points for each correct
forecast will be calculated according to the formula below.

★ Top-100 TokenStars Predictors (by the number of STAR points at the end of Contest)
will compete for the prize fund, consisting of TokenStars tokens (TEAM and ACE).
★ In every Contest we will publish special questions with both rewards: STAR points for
the contest competition and immediate prizes in ACE & TEAM tokens. Stay tuned!

LEADERBOARD AWARDS, DISTRIBUTED IN EVERY CONTEST
Ranking

Award

🥇 1st Place

1,000 TokenStars tokens

🥈 2nd Place

750 TokenStars tokens

🥉 3rd Place

500 TokenStars tokens

4th

400 TokenStars tokens

5th

300 TokenStars tokens

6th

280 TokenStars tokens

7th

260 TokenStars tokens

8th

240 TokenStars tokens

9th

220 TokenStars tokens

10th

200 TokenStars tokens

11-20

1,500 TokenStars tokens (150 each)

21-100

4,350 TokenStars tokens  (distributed
randomly)

The Leaderboard ranking is based on the amount of STAR points, earned by predictor during
the contest.

HOW TO EARN STAR POINTS?
Every day during the Contest we will publish new sports events to predict the outcome.
The participant will make his prediction, and if the forecast was correct, participant receives
the STAR points according to the formula below:
STAR points (for each correct prediction) = 100 * “Payoff Ratio” * (1 + “Tier Bonus, %”)
“Payoff ratio” (or “the odds”) represents the likelihood of the result. It will be indicated in
each outcome. The closer the Payoff ratio is to “1”, the higher the probability of this outcome
is..
“Tier Bonus” is introduced to encourage token holders to participate in the Contest and create
the TokenStars community wisdom.
Tier bonus will depend on the amount of TEAM & ACE tokens, held by the user. The more
tokens the user controls (on the registered wallet address and at the bot account) - the
higher the Tier bonus is, and the more rating points are received for each correct prediction!

Tier

TEAM & ACE token balance
(Wallet + Predictions Bot)

Tier Bonus, %

Whale Tier

>50,000  tokens

45%

1st Tier

20,000-50,000 tokens

40%

2nd Tier

10,000-20,000 tokens

25%

3rd Tier

5,000-10,000 tokens

15%

4th Tier

2,000-5,000 tokens

10%

5th Tier

500-2,000 tokens

5%

6th Tier

<500 tokens

-

During the Contest the predictions are “risk-free”:
- participants don’t need to pay tokens to make forecasts;
- token balance or rating don’t decrease if the prediction is not correct.

HOW TO INCREASE MY TIER BONUS?
To increase the chances to climb up in the Contest Leaderboard, participants should link
their ERC-20 wallet address to their @TokenStars_Predictions_bot account.
Before each prediction we will automatically check the TEAM and ACE balance (in the linked
wallet and the bot account) and determine the Tier Bonus.
To increase the chances to win in the competition and climb up in the leaderboard,
participants can buy TEAM or ACE tokens on the exchanges (Bit-Z, OKEx or IDEX) and add
them to the linked wallet.

Registration of email and ERC-20 wallet will be successful only if these rules are followed:
The @TokenStars_Predictions_bot can be linked only to one unique wallet address
and one email. It cannot be replaced, be careful.
2. Please enter your personal wallet address. Do not enter the address generated on
exchange!
3. All the prizes and awards will be credited only to this wallet and email.
TokenStars reserves the right to check the email and wallet ownership to prevent the
fraudulent activities.
1.

Click “Register” button in your @TokenStars_Predictions_bot to enter your wallet and
increase your Tier bonus!

REFERRAL PROGRAM
To build a stronger community and collect more data from predictions we have developed the
referral program for our users!
Click “Referral Program” button in your @TokenStars_Predictions_bot to create your
personal link and share it with friends!
For each active newcomer (who will make 5 or more predictions) both parties - the referrer
and the newcomer - will receive 4.036 TEAM tokens on their balance!
GOOD LUCK IN YOUR JOURNEY TO THE TOP OF THE LEADERBOARD!

TokenStars team ⭐
July 18, 2018

______________________________________________________________________
LEGAL
●

●
●

●

●

●
●
●

TEAM & ACE tokens are not being offered or distributed to natural persons resident in,
and legal persons incorporated in a) the USA or any possession or territory of the USA;
and b) the country where digital tokens are in any manner restricted by applicable
laws.
TokenStars Group Limited reserves the right to conduct KYC before withdrawal of
tokens or awards, accrued within TokenStars Predictions Module.
Each predictor may participate in the TokenStars Predictions Contests only with one
account. The cases of creating multiple accounts may be considered as the fraudulent
or misleading actions.
TokenStars Group Limited reserves the right at its sole discretion to substitute the
method of awards transfer (from physical to crypto (ETH or BTC)). The amount of
crypto transfer will be calculated at the exchange rates set on coinmarketcap.com at
12:00:00 UTC of the transfer date.
The token awards may be paid fully in ACE or TEAM tokens, or any combination of ACE
and TEAM tokens.TokenStars Group Limited reserves the right to limit the access to
the TokenStars Platform (incl. the Predictions Module) or refuse the transfer of tokens
or awards of any user suspected in any fraudulent or deceptive actions, or when such
withdrawal not in compliance with any of the TokenStars Group Limited policies (incl.,
but not limited to, AML policy)
TokenStars Group Limited reserves the right at any time and at its sole discretion to
update, amend these rules of Predictions Contest.
For the avoidance of any doubts, TokenStars Predictions Contest is not in any way
connected or associated with FIFA or any of the FIFA events.
Depending on results of your predictions your username or public name may be
displayed in the Contest Leaderboard or other marketing or informational materials,
that may be available to any bot user.

___________________________________________________________________
WITHDRAW
When withdrawing tokens from the bot's balance to your wallet, the following conditions
must be met:
●

●

●

●

●

●

Click “Withdraw” button in your @TokenStars_Predictions_bot to withdraw awarded
tokens from your bot account.
Send to the bot the number of tokens you want to withdraw;
Register your email and ERC-20 wallet address for the withdrawal: click “Register”
button in your @TokenStars_Predictions_bot and enter your email and wallet
addresses;
Requirement 1: at the moment of withdrawal request the total token balance (ACE and
TEAM, cumulatively in the bot and on the registered wallet address) should exceed the
minimum amount of 500 tokens. You can increase the balance by winning token
awards in the contests, joining a referral program or acquiring TEAM & ACE tokens on
the exchanges;
Requirement 2: the token withdrawal request is carried out within 14 days. During all
these 14 days your total token balance (bot + wallet address) shall exceed the
minimum amount of 500 tokens. If the balance falls below minimum threshold, your
request will be canceled and you will need to make a new one.
Requirement 3: pass KYC procedure. Register your personal account at
https://token.tokenstars.com/ (sign in if you already have one), go to the ‘Profile’
section of your dashboard and upload your photo ID (passport, driving license) and
proof of address.
After your KYC docs are approved and other requirements for token withdrawals are
met, we will transfer the tokens to the ERC-20 address, registered in the bot.

